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ABSTRACT
Information Technology is now pervasive in Higher Education institutions and developments in IT are changing the technological landscape at Universities. A recent phenomenon shaping such changes is the use of Web 2.0 tools in a pedagogical context. These tools are often included into a University’s IT mix without full appreciation of the possible negative emotions student users may have towards these tools. It is generally assumed that experience with the IT system will be enough to reduce any anxious feelings which may manifest in users about such systems. This study firstly aims to observe the relationship that such emotion may have on usability evaluation of a wiki system. It also aims to investigate the effect of experience on students’ negative affective reactions towards a wiki tool. Second year undergraduate psychology students (N=92) who were using a wiki to collaborate on course projects completed questionnaires measuring usability evaluation and anxiety towards the wiki both 2 weeks (Time 1) and 12 weeks (Time 2) into their usage of the system. The research found that wiki anxiety was negatively correlated to participants’ usability evaluations of the wiki at both time 1 and time 2. Further experience with the system had little effect on users’ negative emotions towards the wiki. Users also showed little change in their usability rating of the system with more exposure to the wiki. However any change in wiki anxiety over the study was negatively correlated with a change in usability evaluation. Possible interpretations of the relationship between wiki anxiety, wiki usability and possible effects of the type and quality of user experience on wiki anxiety are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Information Technology (IT) has become an integral aspect of educational practice. In higher education (HE), IT provides core resources, ranging from the dissemination of course material (e.g. lecture notes, readings and interactive exercises) to course work submission and computer-based examinations. In many cases it is advocated that IT knowledge and expertise are essential transferable skills required to secure better placements in today’s information society [15,18]. However many suggest that a significant percentage of university students find IT a source of anxiety [25,31,49] even though they are constantly exposed to the overwhelming amount of IT on campus.

The argument that the digital natives [38] are better prepared to use, take advantage of IT and are better equipped to embrace innovations falls short when we examine the evidence showing that some students are forced to face high levels of anxiety on a regular basis when technology is made essential in the learning experience. This may leave students disadvantaged academically as the effect of interacting with a stressor may contribute to cognitive avoidance and off task thinking [43]. Even though new generations of students might be more familiar with the Internet, mobile technology and multi-channel information streams, it does not imply that they can carry out their learning tasks confidently and without emotional discomfort. In education, there is an implicit acceptance that the introduction of learning technologies can bring an improvement in the learning experience and make teaching more effective and efficient [14] but often the effectiveness of new tools is shadowed by the enthusiasm of the instructor pushing the innovations through. Recently, with the wide proliferation of Web 2.0 tools (which are mainly collaborative and interactive) instructors are avidly exploring the possibilities offered, often ignoring the potential negative affect this might instill in their student body. The introduction of Web 2.0 tools, such as wikis, to HE is a growing phenomenon. Due to their collaborative nature wikis offer an opportunity for students and staff to contribute and collaborate on course resources and benefit from other users expertise. Their interactivity allows users to become co-creators of course content. However due to its
form and certain features of the wiki system interface, wikis may be a source of anxiety for users. The aim of this study is to explore anxiety towards wiki systems and its relationship with users’ usability evaluation. Yet the main aim is to discover whether increased exposure to the wiki system effects users’ anxiety and usability evaluation.

In the current human-computer interaction literature, much can be learned from studies on computer anxiety and Internet anxiety. Computer anxiety has been detected in student populations consistently throughout twenty years of research. [10,12,21,31,37]. In recent years, within the student population, almost 1 in 10 students were also reported to suffer from Internet anxiety [25].

Findings with regard to the increased exposure and experience on IT anxiety alleviation are mixed. Much research has highlighted that increased experience decreases computer anxiety within subjects [9], and that experience leads to liking computers [2]. Experience with computers also significantly predicts computer anxiety within individuals [16]. Experience has also been shown to correlate negatively with computer anxiety [21]. Users who report computer anxiety symptoms also use University IT services less and regular home use of computer systems was a significant predictor of computer anxiety levels within users [31]. With respects to Internet anxiety, amount of computer use per week has been shown to be negatively related to the amount of Internet anxiety individuals have [6]. On the other hand previous studies have found no such relationship between experience and anxiety reduction [39] and no relationship between use and anxiety of users [10].

Findings of experience in terms of computer and Internet anxiety allow us to gather insight into potential effects of experience in terms of anxiety reduction in an IT context. However the vagueness of the term computer anxiety leaves such findings lacking in specificity and applicability. The findings above infer the assumption that all experiences with a computer are similar. In fact over the past 20 years since computer anxiety research commenced, the uses of computers have multiplied with many different types of experiences occurring. Indeed the term computer anxiety itself betrays the complexity of computer use in society. It may not be the computer which users find anxiety inducing but the use of a certain application or interface they are attempting to interact with. The research here aims to remedy this by focusing on a specific anxiety to a specific system, the wiki. In particular wikis, due to their collaborative nature, offer an opportunity for students and staff to contribute and collaborate on course resources and benefit from other users expertise. However due to the format and certain features of the wiki system, users may hold negative emotions towards them. As wikis are not yet commonplace in HE [1] the study of any negative affective reaction that users may have and how to alleviate this is important before wikis, like the Internet and other computer uses in education, become pervasive.

A wiki is completely modifiable in its content, structure and navigational layout. All users can add, edit and amend information, structure and navigation relatively easily through use of wiki markup and/or a rich text editor. Such flexibility however may make users anxious about wiki use. The system is fluid which leaves aspects of the interaction with the system uncertain to users upon each new interaction. The addition of inappropriate content, plagiarism and unintentional deletion are all concerns which may be encountered in an educational context [1] and may lead users to question the integrity of information supplied. Used as form of class support, the fact that editors/contributors are students, inexperienced in their field of research, may leave other students (peers) uncertain over accuracy of information supplied. Concerns about the accuracy of information and neutrality of articles have been voiced in previous research into the use of wikis in university courses [13]. Social evaluation by other users may also be of concern. Students may feel anxious about changing a fellow student’s information or editing the interface for fear of offending their classmates or giving students wrong information. As amendments may be attributed to users and need to if wikis are to be used as part of assessment exercises (such as collaborative writing assessments) students may feel negatively about adding and amending content in the fear of peer judgment. User attribution of edits may lead to respect and considered information addition [35] but if may also discourage users from editing the wiki [27] for fear of being judged by their peers.

Wikis also have an element of jargon and programming language associated with them, which may again lead to negative emotions. To gain full benefits from a wiki above basic functionality offered by the rich text editor, wiki markup language is needed [27]. In fact in some cases wiki markup is the sole interface used to edit a wiki. Although many feel that the simplicity of wiki markup facilitates use by wider populations [19,27] it is still a language that holds specific commands and syntax which needs to be learned and is confusing to users who encounter the system for the first time [1]. Jargon and programming language learning have been factors ever present in measurements of computer anxiety and Internet anxiety [6,21,39] and may also lead to negative affect in a wiki context.

Anxiety towards wikis may have important ramifications for users’ assessment of the usability of the wiki interface. Additionally, the user interface may affect the users’ subsequent anxiety levels. A difficult to use interface would presumably influence the amount of anxiety experienced on first and subsequent interaction, which may influence future anxiety levels [50]. Additionally, anxiety towards certain systems may affect the evaluation of the usability of that particular IT system. Users who are more anxious about wiki use may rate the system as less usable based on their anxiety feelings towards the system. These evaluations may be
legitimate evaluations as users find interaction with the interface uncomfortable and effort prone because of their negative affective response on interaction. The relationship between IT anxieties and usability evaluation has been relatively ignored in both research areas. The aim of usability research is to centralise the user and their desired task into the interface design process [34] and aims to ensure the user can complete their task effectively, efficiently and with satisfaction [17]. Findings focusing around concepts related to usability (such as perceived ease of use) and computer anxiety have suggested that anxiety is influential in the level at which people find an interface easy to use [41,47] and affects the quality perception of web interfaces [23]. Previous measures used in usability research have also demonstrated that affective reaction is an important criteria in the measurement of usability and user satisfaction [36,51].

The relation of experience and usability evaluation suggests that elements of usability such as perceived ease of use are positively related to experience of the system [20]. That is the more experience with the system, the more one perceives the system as being free from effort. Usability evaluation in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and frustration with the system has been seen to change as users move from novice to expert with increased use of the system [26,33]. However usability research tends to focus on the measurement of satisfaction over short interactions with specific systems rather than interactions with the same system over time [22]. It is important for the usability research community to develop an understanding of the effects of experience on usability and user satisfaction so a full and realistic view of the user experience can be gathered.

Before analysing the relationships between wiki usability, wiki anxiety and experience, we aim to ensure that the measures included are measuring the concepts intended effectively through the testing of internal consistency reliability and concurrent validity.

Secondly, our research aims to investigate the relationship between wiki anxiety and usability evaluation. Specifically, we hypothesise that user usability evaluation at time 1 and 2 will be significantly correlated to a user’s wiki anxiety rating at both time 1 and time 2 respectively.

Thirdly, this study also aims to observe the effect of experience on wiki anxiety and usability. It is hypothesised that anxiety will change significantly with added experience of the wiki system. It is also hypothesised that usability evaluation will change after experiencing the system as users become familiar with the system. Also any change to wiki anxiety over the period of the study is hypothesised to be significantly correlated to a change in wiki usability evaluation.

2. METHOD

2.1 Participants

Participants were 92 Second year undergraduate psychology students at the University of Edinburgh who used a wiki (Atlassian Confluence- known within the course as Psykowiki) as part of a course requirement for the Psychology 2 Methodology and Statistics practical course. The wiki was aimed at helping collaboration within and between students groups and staff for the end of term group projects. Of these 92 participants, 75 (81.5%) were female and 17 (18.5%) were male. The age range of the sample was 19-39 with a mean age of 20.72 years.

2.2 Questionnaires and Procedure

The online survey was initially administered 2 weeks after students were first introduced to Psykowiki (Time 1). A wiki page design task was given to the students to complete within these two weeks which meant students had the opportunity to experience the wiki before assessing its usability and their anxiety towards it. The same online survey was then administered after the submission of group projects, 12 weeks into the term, 10 weeks after the administration of the initial online survey (Time 2). The surveys were completed as part of a course assignment. Of the initial 125 participants at time 1, 96 completed all questionnaires at both time 1 and 2. Of the 96, 4 were excluded from the sample as they had answered 0 to the average amount of hours they had used the wiki per week at time 1. All users therefore had some experience with the wiki interface when taking part in the study.

Inventories included in the online survey were a 14 item version of the Wiki Anxiety Inventory [11], the Wiki Usability Inventory [11] and a short form (6 item) version of the state facet of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) [30].

The Wiki Anxiety Inventory (WAI) is a self report measure based on previous IT anxiety inventories and research on computer and Internet anxiety [21,25,45]. The measure consisted of 7 positive items (such as “I hope that soon everyone will be using wikis”) and 7 negative items (such as “I hesitate to use a wiki for fear of making mistakes that I cannot correct”). The items included made reference to aspects such as confidence when using the wikispace, interaction anxiety, learning anxiety, judgment by peers and information concerns. Positive items were reverse scored so that a low score would suggest a low anxiety level towards wikis. All negative and positive items scores were then summed to give a total wiki anxiety score. The possible scale scores range from a minimum of 14 to a maximum of 70.

The Wiki Usability Inventory (WUI) includes 31 items (16 positive and 15 negative) referring to aspects
influential in the user experience of the wikispace. This measure was influenced by previous research into self report usability evaluation and satisfaction [8,36,51] and measured elements of user interaction such as structure and navigation, clarity, emotional reaction to interface as well as the rated effectiveness of the interface in allowing the user to achieve their desired task. With this measure, negative items were negatively marked to allow a large usability score to reflect a positive evaluation of the interface. To ensure concurrent validity a question measuring user experience with the wikispace was also included. This asked users to rate on a scale of 1-10 their experience with the wiki site. The possible scale scores for the WUI range from a minimum of 31 to a maximum of 155.

The STAI-short was included to measure concurrent validity of the WAI. As the other self report questionnaires within the survey were of considerable length, it was decided that this short form would minimise the chances of question fatigue compromising the quality of data gathered. The STAI short is noted as sensitive to self report state anxiety differences and highly reliable ($\alpha = .82$) [30]. It includes 3 positive items (such as “I feel content”) and 3 negative items (such as “I am worried”) originally included in the state dimension of the STAI anxiety measure [44]. To calculate the state anxiety score positive items were reverse scored and added with negative items scores to gain a total state anxiety score. Positive items were negatively marked to allow for a large score to reflect a high amount of state anxiety. The possible scale scores range from a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 30.

All inventories used a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree to measure the amount each participant agreed that each item applied to them.

Demographic information such as gender, age and the average amount each user used the wiki per week (Wiki Experience) were gained. Participants were asked “On average how many hours do you use the wiki per week?” at time 1 and at time 2 so as to observe any change in experience over the experiment.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Data Consideration

Before analysing the data, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests were run on each of the variables within the study to assess whether violations in normality occurred in the data gathered. The results of these tests (K-S Sig) are displayed in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Non-parametric analyses were run in parallel to parametric analyses when testing hypotheses involving variables which violated normality assumptions. There was however no differences in the levels of significance achieved between both parametric and non-parametric analyses. It was therefore decided to present the parametric analysis so as to include quantitative interval based analysis rather than analysis based on ranked data.

3.2 Questionnaire Reliability and Validity

The internal consistency reliability of the scales was good in both conditions with high Cronbach alpha values recorded (Time 1- STAI: $\alpha = .90$; WAI: $\alpha = .83$; WUI: $\alpha = .93$; Time 2- STAI: $\alpha = .89$; WAI: $\alpha = .82$; WUI: $\alpha = .95$). Concurrent validity for both the WAI and WUI in both conditions was also satisfactory. A significant positive correlation was found between WAI and STAI measures ($Time 1: r (90) = .68, p<0.001; Time 2: r (90) = .40, p<0.001$). The WUI correlated highly with the conceptually related measure of participant’s experience rating [$Time 1: r (90) = .66, p<0.001; Time 2: r (90) = .67, p<0.001$]. The means of all variables included in the validity analysis are displayed in Table 1.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>K-S Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Anxiety Score (Time 1)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>38.17</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Anxiety Score (Time 2)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>37.84</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability Score (Time 1)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>97.01</td>
<td>17.49</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability Score (Time 2)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95.67</td>
<td>21.66</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Anxiety Score (Time 1)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>12.79</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Anxiety Score (Time 2)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience Rating (Time 1)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience Rating (Time 2)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Relationship between Wiki Anxiety and Usability Evaluation

A bivariate correlation analysis revealed that at both time 1 and time 2 a significant negative correlation exists between wiki anxiety and wiki usability ($Time 1: r (90) = -.69, p<0.001; Time 2: r (90) = -.83, p<0.001$). Users who hold high wiki anxiety also rate the wiki as less usable whereas those with less anxiety rate the wiki as more satisfactory to use. The hypothesis that usability rating at both time 1 and 2 is significantly correlated to wiki anxiety at time 1 and 2 was supported.

3.4 Effects of experience on Wiki Anxiety and Usability Evaluation

Before directly testing our hypotheses of the effects of experience on usability and wiki anxiety, a paired sample t-test was run on the reported amount of hours per week using the system to observe if there was any significant difference between average wiki use per week at time 1 and time 2. The mean average wiki use per week for time 1 and 2 is presented in Table 2 below.
On observation of the mean, average wiki use per week increased slightly over the 10 week period of the study. The results of the t-test analysis suggest that wiki use per week did not significantly change over the course of the experiment $[t (91) = -1.41, p>0.05]$. Average use per week did not change significantly over the 10-week period between time 1 and 2. Although there may be no change in hours using the wiki per week, users’ overall experience with the system should still have increased over this 10-week period at an average rate of approximately 2 hrs per week. Conclusions can therefore still be made about the effect of increased experience of the system and the dependent variables measured.

Two paired sample t-tests were run to test the hypotheses that users wiki anxiety and wiki usability rating would significantly differ between time 1 and time 2. The means in Table 1 above imply that there is little difference between condition 1 and 2 in either wiki anxiety or wiki usability rating. No significant difference was found between the anxiety experienced at time 1 and the anxiety experienced at time 2 $[t (91) = 0.47, p>0.05]$. Our hypothesis that wiki anxiety would significantly differ from time 1 and time 2 was not supported. Our hypothesis that usability evaluation would differ from time 1 to time 2 was also not supported $[t (91) = 0.72, p>0.05]$. There was no significant difference between usability evaluation at time 1 and time 2.

Table 2: Mean wiki use per week at week 2 (Time 1) and week 12 (Time 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>K-S Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Experience (Hrs Per Week)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Experience (Hrs Per Week)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Mean change in Wiki Anxiety, Wiki Usability and Wiki Experience across experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>K-S Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Anxiety Change</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Usability Change</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
<td>17.84</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki Experience Change (Hrs Per Week)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the means presented in Table 3 it is clear that there is very little change on all variables between time 1 and time 2, further supporting the insignificant findings on the effects of experience on wiki anxiety and wiki usability reported above. A bivariate correlation analysis showed that changes in wiki anxiety were significantly negatively correlated with changes in usability rating $[r (90) = -.59, p<0.001]$. There was therefore a negative relationship between change in usability and anxiety towards the wiki system. There was no significant relationship between change in wiki usability rating, wiki anxiety and change in average hours per week spent on the wiki $[Wiki anxiety change: r (90) = -.15, p>0.05; Wiki usability change: r (90) = .06, p>0.05]$

In terms of the effects of experience, our analysis has found that wiki anxiety and wiki usability rating do not significantly change with more exposure to the system. However any change in usability rating is significantly negatively related to a change in wiki anxiety. There is no significant relationship between change in experience and both wiki anxiety and wiki usability rating.

4. DISCUSSION

In summary the Wiki Anxiety Inventory (WAI) and the Wiki Usability Inventory (WUI) measures showed high internal consistency reliability and concurrent validity through their high Cronbach alpha coefficients and their correlation with other self report measures of anxiety and user satisfaction. Wiki anxiety was also found to significantly negatively correlate with wiki usability. In terms of the effects of experience on anxiety and usability, findings from this study suggest that anxiety did not significantly change after more experience with the wiki system. Usability rating also did not significantly change over the period of the study. Users’ changes in wiki anxiety were also negatively related to their changes in wiki usability.

Before discussing our findings in reference to the relationship between anxiety, usability and experience some notes of caution must be made about the interpretation of these results. Although our questionnaires have demonstrated high internal consistency and good concurrent validity, other criteria for reliability and validity need to be demonstrated to be sure of the psychometric quality of these measures. For instance, further research including measures predicted to correlate with wiki anxiety such as social anxiety and experiment based manipulations of wiki anxiety and usability would allow for further demonstration of the validity of the wiki anxiety measure used. Additionally, although the non-significant findings are discussed below, it must be noted that these findings are specific to this sample. Furthermore the sample size limits the power of our statistical analysis to the discovery of medium effect sizes within the data [24]. A larger, more varied sample of wiki users should be tested in future research to identify whether these findings can be generalized and applied more widely.

Although our analysis suggests a relationship between wiki usability and wiki anxiety exists, because of the nature of the analysis it is unclear how these variables influences each other. It may be that a poor user

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>K-S Sig</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Wiki Anxiety Change</td>
<td>92</td>
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</tr>
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</table>
experience leads to increased anxiety about further interactions with the wiki system. Research in computer anxiety highlights the importance of good first experiences with computers in general as a precursor to lower computer anxiety later [46] and that a user friendly experience with a computer is an important factor in alleviation [52]. A bad experience with a wiki may be the catalyst for anxious feeling towards that type of system.

Our finding may also be interpreted as user’s predisposition for anxiety (trait anxiety) affecting their usability evaluation. All users in this study were evaluating the same system and individual differences are likely to lead to differing subjective experiences whilst using the wiki system. Users’ propensity for anxious feeling may lead to more negative evaluations of the interfaces quality and affect levels of satisfaction with the wiki interface. A relationship between trait anxiety and computer anxiety has been found previously [3]. Further research is needed on how wiki anxiety relates to a users’ predisposition towards anxiety and how that may affect usability rating. What can be concluded from this research is that a strong negative relationship between wiki anxiety and usability evaluation exists. This is further emphasised by the negative relationship between changes in anxiety and usability. Further investigation is needed to determine the cause and effect of this relationship.

Our findings also suggest that expecting students to become comfortable with prolonged exposure may be an ineffective way to relieving any anxiety users may have about wiki systems. This is contrary to what is inferred from previous research in the area of computer anxiety and experience [9]. In fact the effect of experience may be influenced more by quality of experience rather than amount gathered. Research has demonstrated that initial exposure to computers should be in a relaxed and fun atmosphere to lead users to use computers more and in turn reduce negative affect towards computers [2]. Also experiencing high impact positive interactions may allow users who are anxious about computers to become less so [46]. Experiences that heighten users’ confidence when using the system should therefore be sought. Self efficacy’s negative relationship with computer anxiety is well documented [4,7,12]. Other IT anxiety research suggests that anxiety may be due to self efficacy rather than lack of experience [32]. Interactions that would increase users’ self-efficacy could reduce anxiety levels in wiki anxious users. In this case, due to the design of the experiment, the authors were unable to control or monitor the quality or type of experiences each user had when using the wiki. Controlled studies where users are asked to conduct specific tasks in a controlled wiki interaction would allow for clearer conclusions on the effect of amount and quality of experience each user gains on wiki anxiety.

As mentioned, quality of experience may be more important than the amount of experience. Usability is of critical importance in the success and quality of first experience. Faulty or badly designed software is doubtless influential on anxiety levels [40] and self efficacy judgments made after first experience because of the systems unpredictability and difficulty to use. The wiki user interface has been noted as a problem for wiki users in previous research [48]. The less usable a system is the more likely that a user’s first experience will be unsuccessful and their confidence in their ability to use that system will be low. It is as yet unclear whether a more usable system would reduce the onset of anxiety. Our research shows that users rated the usability of the wiki system in question (which included items related to the viewing and editing interface) as moderate. Using an interface with such a rating may have instilled anxiety into the users after their first experience that carried to their further experiences with the system. Research comparing interfaces that differ in terms of usability needs to be conducted in this area to ascertain whether such a hypothesis is justified.

Further research into aspects of the interaction which may contribute to negative emotions is also needed to ascertain which elements of the experience users may find anxiety inducing. Wikis are multi-user systems where knowledge is built through group collaboration. Factors such as judgment by peers in contribution, group dynamics and reputation and fluidity of information may lead to emotional arousal in wiki use and affect satisfaction in interaction. Future research should be conducted to monitor the effects these fundamental aspects of wiki systems have on the concept of wiki anxiety and users’ satisfaction in interaction. Such research could give a valuable and more developed insight into the wiki user experience. This insight may be crucial for successful implementation of wiki systems within higher education and reducing negative user emotion.

The research presented also suggests no significant changes in satisfaction over time. This finding allows a tentative insight into the effect of time on satisfaction, something rarely tested in usability research [22]. It suggests that even with increased exposure to the wiki system over the ten weeks of the experiment, users’ satisfaction tended not to change significantly. Users’ assessment of satisfaction in the initial setting may thus be robust and inflexible to time spent using the interface. This result may be explained by our findings in terms of anxiety over the experiment. Because anxiety did not significantly change, it is unlikely that usability evaluation will significantly change as users still feel anxious about using the interface further. Alternatively an interaction with a poor system throughout the time of interaction may not have lead to much of a change in anxiety levels as the system has not changed in usability terms. The interpretation depends on whether anxiety towards the wiki is trait related or whether it is system
initiated. If it is the latter we would expect a consistently poor system which does not change within that time to instil similar levels of negative affect in its users. However if it is trait related then wiki anxiety may be more deep-seated and be affecting usability evaluation due to the individual difference of propensity towards anxiety. Again further research into the nature of the relationship between anxiety and usability is needed before conclusions can be made on such claims.

Further research is also needed to determine the effects of wiki anxiety on other usability factors such as effectiveness and efficiency. As shown in computer anxiety research, wiki anxiety may have negative cognitive and performance effects such as off task thinking [42] and task completion accuracy [5]. Users who are computer anxious were also shown to be slower at completing computer based data entry tasks [28]. It is unclear at present how such an anxiety may affect users in a wiki context. Research focusing on performance measures when using wikis is needed to develop a clear view of the performance effects wiki anxiety may have on users.

In conclusion, the above research demonstrates that a negative relationship exists between how anxious users are about wikis and how they rate their satisfaction with the wiki system. More experience with the interface did not tend to affect wiki anxiety nor did it significantly affect how users rated the system in terms of usability. It therefore may be futile to expect that users will reduce in anxiety solely by gaining more experience with the systems introduced. It is maybe ineffective to expect students’ anxiety to dissipate without a careful and considered approach to training and support throughout the students’ use of such systems, although more research is needed to be able to generalize such a conclusion. More research is needed to clarify and determine the causes of wiki anxiety, especially in terms of the role of usability of the system in first experience quality and anxiety onset as well as the effects of quality of experience on wiki anxiety after first experience. Further investigation on the impact of wiki anxiety on user performance is also needed. What this research tentatively highlights is that a considered and cautious approach is needed to the introduction and use of wikis in University. Such technologies allow users to collaborate and share resources and information which is of great benefit to staff and students. That said a focus on the human factors and emotional reactions in the introduction and continued use of such systems must become a priority if wikis are to become a significant pedagogical tool in modern higher education.
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